
Try to practice relaxation
techniques (such as

mindfulness meditation or
deep breathing) for at least 30

minutes a day.

Stick to your medications and
follow up with the doctor.

Finally... celebrate victories.
Learning how to live with OCD

takes time but like with any
other goal, you’ll encounter

successes and setbacks. 
Yes, it's important to

work on your OCD, but it's
just as important to step back

and recognize the big and
small steps you make along

the way.
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What is Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder (OCD) ?

It is a common, chronic and
long lasting disorder with 2

main parts

OBSESSIONS COMPULSIONS
Unwelcome thoughts,

images, urges, worries or
doubt that repeatedly
appear in your mind

Repetitive activities
that you do to reduce
anxiety caused by the

obsession

OCD can start at any age, but is
most prevalent between 10-12
years and late teens or early

adulthood. It affects men and
women equally.

Signs & Symptoms
The symptoms are split into the

aforementioned two parts: 

OBSESSIONS COMPULSIONS

Contamination
Losing control
Wanting symmetry or
perfect order
Harm coming to
others due to
negligence
Unwanted sexual or
violent thoughts
 Religious obsessions  

Excessive washing and
cleaning.
Frequent checking (e.g.
if the door is locked or if
you left the oven on)
Mental compulsions
(e.g. counting, praying)
Excessive reassurance
seeking (e.g. asking
“Are you sure I’m going
to be OK?”).
Avoiding situations that
may trigger their
obsessions.

Sometimes people with OCD can also
have other mental disorders such as

depression and anxiety. All of this can
negatively impact your work, social

and daily life.

Causes
The specific cause is unknown

but research suggests the
following are linked to OCD:

It may run in families,
especially if they have

tics (jerky movements).

Imbalance in
brain chemicals

Occasionally after an
illness or difficult time

in your life (e.g. after an
accident)

Treatment
Treatment options would revolve

around medication and
Psychotherapy. A licensed medical

professional, such as a psychiatrist can
prescribe medication, and they would
ideally work together with a therapist

to develop a treatment plan.
OCD treatment can be difficult, and

requires a lot of courage and
determination. Having a support

network to talk to during treatment
can make all the difference.

Tips for People with OCD
Refocus your attention (like

doing some exercise or playing
a computer game). Being able

to delay the urge to do a
compulsive behaviour is a

positive step. 

Write down obsessive thoughts
or worries. This can help

identify how repetitive your
obsessions are.

Take care of yourself. Exercise.
Eat a balanced diet. Stop

smoking.


